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Why do we
need to
add?

School Year: 2010-2011

Last Updated: 07/21/2010

Content

Skills

Addition concepts

Identify the
Commutative
Property and
the Zero
Property to
find sums.

Addition properties
How can
we use our
knowledge
of addition
to add
three 1
digit
numbers?

Grade Level: 2

District/Building: Island Trees/J. Fred Sparke School

Created: 06/28/2010
Essential
Questions

Type: Consensus

Count on to add
Problem-solving
strategy: Act it out
Doubles
Near doubles
Make a 10
Add three numbers
Problem -solving
investigation:
Choose a strategy
Vocabulary:
add, addend, sum,
count on, doubles

Use a number
line to count
on when
adding.

Assessments
Classroom
observation

Standards/PIs
MST3-2.PS.3
MST3-2.PS.2

Macmillan
McGraw-Hill
materials:
Are You Ready?

MST3-2.PS.8

Online quiz
(Macmillanmh.com)

Use doubles
facts to solve
problems.

Problem of the Day

Recall doubles
facts to find
other sums.

Spiral Review

Make a 10 to
solve addition
problems.

Mad Minutes

Group
addends
differently to
make the
same sum.

Draw and tell about
a picture for an
addition number
sentence.

Chapter Pretest

Mid-Chapter Test

Chapter Review

Chapter test

Macmillan McGraw-Hill 2009:
Homework book
Skills practice sheets
Reteach sheets
Enrichment sheets
Problem solving book

MST3-2.PS.9
MST3-2.N.8
MST3-2.N.12

Apply the act
it out strategy
to solve
problems.

Resources/Notes

Trade books:
The king's Chessboard by David Birch
Ten Friends By Bruce Goldstone
The Grapes of Math by Greg Tang
How Much is That Guinea Pig in the Window by Joanne Rocklin

MST3-2.N.17
MST3-2.N.16
MST3-2.N.15
MST3-2.R.4

Dominoes
Counters
Number line
Cubes
Ten frame

MST3-2.RP.7
MST3-2.RP.4

Addition flashcards
Around the World (game)

MST3-2.CM.6

macmillanmh.com

MST3-2.CM.5

www.coolmath4kids.com/free-online-math-flash-cards.html
(Addition flashcards)

MST3-2.CM.4
MST3-2.CM.3
MST3-2.CM.2

oswego.org/ocsd-web/games/mathmagician/maths1.html
(Addition game)
www.primarygames.com/math/numbereaters/start.htm
(Beginner addition game)

MST3-2.CM.1
Choose the
best strategy
to solve a
problem.

www.superteacherworksheets.com/addition/addition-numberhunt.pdf
(Addition worksheet: search for facts to make 20)
www.e-gfl.org/egfl/custom/resources_ftp/client_ftp/teacher/other/spark/playcards/gamelaunch.html
(Addition game)
www.missmaggie.org/scholastic/roundtheworld_eng_launcher.html
(Addition game: 2 levels)
www.amathsdictionaryforkids.com/dictionary.html
(Explains addends)

Why do we
need to
subtract?

Subtraction
concepts
Count back to
subtract

How do we
make up a
fact
family?
How can a
fact family
help me to
remember
my math

Subtract all and
subtract zero

Count back to
find the
difference.

Classroom
observation

Subtract all or
none to find
the
difference.

Macmillan
McGraw-Hill
materials:
Are You Ready?

Use double
facts to find
the
difference.

Online quiz
(Macmillanmh.com)

MST3-2.N.15
MST3-2.N.16
MST3-2.N.17
MST3-2.PS.2
MST3-2.PS.8

Use doubles to
subtract
Problem-solving
strategy: Guess and
check
Relate addition to
subtraction

MST3-2.PS.9
MST3-2.RP.4

Chapter Pretest
Use the guess
and check
strategy to
solve
problems.

Macmillan McGraw-Hill 2009:
Homework book
Skills practice sheets
Reteach sheets
Enrichment sheets
Problem solving book
Trade books:
How Many Blue Birds Flew Away? by Paul Gigianti Jr.
Ten Sly Piranhas by William Wise
The Hershey's Kisses Subtraction Book by Jerry Pallotta
Domino Addition by Lynette Long
Subtraction Action by Loreen Leedy

MST3-2.RP.7
Problem of the Day
MST3-2.CM.4

Number line

MST3-2.CM.5

Cubes

Mid-chapter test

facts?

Spiral test

Missing addends
Fact families
Problem-solving
investigation:
Choose a strategy
Vocabulary:
count back,
difference, fact
family, inverse,
missing addend,
related facts,
subtract

Use addition
facts to help
subtract.

MST3-2.CM.6

Donimoes

MST3-2.CM.3

Subtraction flashcards

MST3-2.CM.2

Around the World (game)

MST3-2.CM.1

macmillanmh.com

Chapter review
Mad minutes

Find the
missing
number in
addition and
subtraction
sentences.

Chapter test
Draw and tell about
a subtraction
number sentence

www.coolmath-games.com/0-feed-fribbit-subtraction/index.html
(subtraction game)

Choose the
best strategy
to solve a
problem.

www.coolmath4kids.com/subtraction/math-flash-cards-subtraction.html
(Subtraction flashcards)
oswego.org/ocsd-web/games/mathmagician/maths1.html
(subtraction game)
www.primarygames.com/math/numbereaters/start.htm
(beginner subtraction game)
www.superteacherworksheets.com/subtraction/subtraction-bingo.pdf
(Blank BINGO board)
www.arcademicskillbuilders.com/games/mission/mission.html
(Subtraction game)
www.missmaggie.org/scholastic/roundtheworld_eng_launcher.html
(Subtraction game: 2 levels)
www.ixl.com/math/practice/grade-2-properties-fact-families
(Fact family game)

How can
we tell
how many
tens and
ones are in
a number?

How can
we
compare
two digit
numbers?

Place value
Tens and ones
Place value to 100
Problems-solving
strategy: Use logical
reasoning
Read and write
numbers
Estimate amounts
Order amounts

Why is it
important
to draw a
picture or
act out a
word
problem?
How do we
decide
what
number
comes
before,
between
and after
another
number?

Count, read
and write
tens and
ones.

Compare numbers
Patterns
Problem-solving
investigation:Choose
a strategy
Patterns on a
hunderds chart
Vocabulary:
after, before,
between, digit,
estimate, is equal to
(=), is greater than
(>), is less than
(<), ones, place
value, tens

Use models of
tens and ones
to show
numbers to
100.
Use logical
reasoning
strategy to
solve
problems.
Read and
write
numbers to
100.
Estimate
numbers to
100.
Order
numbers to
100.
Compare
numbers to
100.
Create and
use patterns
to solve
problems.
Choose the
best strategy
to solve a
problem.

Classroom
observation

MST3-2.PS.6
MST3-2.PS.7

Macmillan
McGraw-Hill
materials:
Are You Ready?

MST3-2.PS.8

Macmillan McGraw-Hill 2009:
Homework book
Skills practice sheets
Reteach Sheets
Enrichment sheets
Problems solving book

MST3-2.PS.9

Online Quiz
(macmillanmh.com)

MST3-2.A.1

Trade books:
The Case of the Missing Birthday Party By Joanne Rocklin
One Hundred Ways to Get to 100 By Jerry Pallotta
The Grapes of Math By Greg Tang

Chapter Pretest

MST3-2.N.5

Cubes

Problem of the Day

MST3-2.N.6

Number Line

Mid-chapter test

MST3-2.CM.6

Hundreds chart

Spiral review

MST3-2.CM.5

macmillanmh.com

Chapter review

MST3-2.CM.4

www.coolmath4kids.com/subtraction/04-place-values-subtraction-lesson-01.html
(on-line tutorial)

Chapter test

MST3-2.CM.3

Given a number,
write:
a with base ten
blocks
b. telling how many
tens and ones
c. in expanded form

MST3-2.CM.2

MST3-2.PS.10

MST3-2.CM.1

www.aaamath.com/B/g21b_px1.htm
(on-line tutorial)
www.ictgames.com/sharknumbers.html
(place value game)

MST3-2.RP.8
MST3-2.RP.7
MST3-2.RP.6

www.sciencenetlinks.com/interactives/number.swf
(Make a certain number)
www.counton.org/mathsmysteries/activities/sam/index.html
(What comes next in the pattern)

MST3-2.RP.5
MST3-2.RP.4

www.ixl.com/math/practice/grade-2-comparing-numbers-up-to-100
(comparing numbers)
www.ixl.com/math/practice/grade-2-place-value-models-tens-and-ones
(place value game)

Create and
use patters
on a
hundreds
chart to solve
problems.

Essential
Questions
Why is
taking a
survey an
important
part of
graphing?

Content
Graphing
Probability
Taking surveys
Pictographs

How can
we use
graphs in
our
everyday
life?
How are
picture
graphs and
bar graphs
similar and
different?

(read and analyze)
Problem-solving
stratgey: Make a
table
Bar graphs
(read and analyze)
Probability

Skills
Use tally
marks in a
survey.
Compare
and
contrast
data in a
survey.
Make,
read, and
use data in
a
pictograph.
Analyze a
pictograph
to answer
questions.

Problem-solving
investigation:Choose "Use make
a table"
a strategy
strategy to
solve word
Vocabulary:
problems.
bar graph, data,
Make,
key, less likely,
read, and
more likely,
use data in
pictograph, survey,
a bar
symbol, tally marks
graph.
Draw
conclusions
and answer
questions
based on
bar graphs.
Describe
events as
more
likely or
less likely
to occur.
Choose the
best
stategy to
solve a
problem.

Assessments
Classroom
Observations

Standards/PIs
MST3-2.S.2
MST3-2.S.3

Macmillan
McGraw-Hill
materials:

MST3-2.S.4

Resources/Notes
Macmillan Mcgraw-Hill 2009
Homework book
Skills practice sheets
Reteach sheets
Enrichment sheets
Problem solving book

MST3-2.S.5
Online quiz
(Macmillanmh.com)

MST3-2.CM.3

Chapter Pretest

MST3-2.CM.6

Trade books:
Bart's Amazing Charts by Diane Ochiltree
The Great Grapg Contest by Loreen Leedy
Tiger Math: Learning to Graph from a Baby Tiger by Ann Whitehead Nagda & Cindy
Bickel
Each Orange Had 8 Slices by Paul Giganti Jr.

Problem of the Day

MST3-2.CM.4

Graph paper

Mid-chapter Test

MST3-2.CM.5

Spinners

Spiral Review

MST3-2.RP.2

Colored cubes

Chapter Review

MST7-K1-1D

nlvm.usu.edu/en/nav/frames_asid_186_g_1_t_1.html
(Can use Promethian board, probability)

Are You Ready?
MST3-2.CM.2

Chapter Test

Pick a topic of your
choice:
a. Survey the class
b. Make a
pictograph or bar
graph
c. Based on the
graph, make up
three questions for
a friend to solve.

MST6-K5-5B
macmillanmh.com
pbskids.org/cyberchase/games/bargraphs/bargraphs.html
(graphing)
www.beaconlearningcenter.com/WebLessons/AllTheParts/default.htm
(Graphing story)
www.beaconlearningcenter.com/WebLessons/KidsHavePets/default.htm#page1
(interactive graphing story)
www.beaconlearningcenter.com/WebLessons/WhyCantIWin/default.htm
(Interactive probability story)
Probability game:
A. use counters or cubes and brown bag in small groups
B. Tally what happens each time for ten times
Probability game:
A. Use a coin and flip to see if you land on head or tails (10 times)
B. Tally your results
www.superteacherworksheets.com/graphing/bar-graph-1.pdf
( bar graph worksheet)
www.superteacherworksheets.com/pictograph/elm-street-picto.pdf
(Pictograph worksheet)
www.e-gfl.org/egfl/custom/resources_ftp/client_ftp/teacher/other/spark/playcards/gamelaunch.html
(Probability game)
www.ixl.com/math/practice/grade-2-which-bar-graph-is-correct
(Bar graph game)
www.ixl.com/math/practice/grade-2-interpret-pictographs
(Pictograph game)
www.ixl.com/math/practice/grade-2-create-pictographs
(Create a pictograph)
www.ixl.com/math/practice/grade-2-certain-probable-unlikely-impossible
(Probabilty game)

Why is it
important
to
remember
to start in
the ones
place when
adding two
digit
numbers
with
regrouping?
Why do we
sometimes
estimate?
How do we
estimate
numbers?

Two digit addition

Add tens

Count on tens and
ones
Problem-solving
strategy: Work
backwards
Regroup ones and
tens
Add one-digit
numbers and two
digit numbers
Add two-digit
numbers
Estimate sums
Add three two-digit
numbers
Problem-solving
strategy: Choose a
stratey

Vocabulary:
regroup, round,
sum, estimate

Use mental
math and
basic math
facts to
add tens
Count on
by tens
and ones
to add.
Use work
backward
strategy to
solve
problems.
Regroup 10
ones as 1
ten.

Add onedigit
numbers to
two-digit
numbers
with and
without
regrouping.
Estimate
the sum of
two-digit
addends by
rounding.
Add three
three-digit
numbers.
Choose the
strategy to
solve a
problem.

Two-digit
subtraction
three digit
addition
and
subtraction

Classroom
observation

MST3-2.N.16

Macmillan McGraw-Hill 2009:

MST3-2.N.22
Macmillan
McGraw-Hill
materials:

MST1-K3-1A

Homework book

MST3-2.RP.7

Skills practice book

Are You Ready?
MST3-2.RP.8

Reteach sheets

Online quiz
(Macmillanmh.com)

MST3-2.RP.6

Enrichment sheets

Chapter Pretest

MST3-2.RP.5

Problem solving book

Problem of the Day

MST3-2.RP.4

Trade books:

Mid-chapter Test

MST3-2.CM.2

Spiral Review

MST3-2.CM.3

Reese's Pieces Count by Tens by Jerry Pallotta
A Fair Bear Share by Stuart J. Murphy
Coyotes All Around by Stuart J. Murphy

Chapter Review

MST3-2.CM.4

Base ten sticks

Chapter test

MST3-2.CM.5
Ones and tens work mat

Solve a two digit
addition problem.
-explain in
words the steps

MST3-2.CM.6
MST3-2.CN.4
MST3-2.N.6
MST3-2.N.7

Estimate the sums
of given equation.
-explain in words
the steps

www.homeschoolmath.net/choose-op/choose-operation-game.php
(Choose if you should add or subtract in an equation)
www.ictgames.com/sharkNumbers_v2.html
(Match the base ten sticks with the number)

Essential
Questions

Content

Skills

Assessments

Standards/PIs

Resources/Notes

Money & Time

Place value to 1,000

Measure length and
area
Geometric shapes
and spatial reasoning

www.sums.co.uk/playground/ss3/playground.htm
(coordinates game)

Essential Questions
Fractions

Content

Skills

Assessments

Standards/PIs

Resources/Notes
www.primarygames.com/fractions/start.htm
(Fraction game)

Multiplications

Key to Standards used in this Map
MST1-K3-1A [1 occurence] - MST Standard 1 - Key Idea 3 [Mathematical Analysis iii] - Performance Indicator 1A - explore and solve problems generated from school, home,
and community situations, using concrete objects or manipulative materials when possible. [Elementary]
MST6-K5-5B [1 occurence] - MST Standard 6 - Key Idea 5 [Patterns of Change] - Performance Indicator 5B - analyze data by making tables and graphs and looking for
patterns of change. [Elementary]
MST7-K1-1D [1 occurence] - MST Standard 7 - Key Idea 1 [Connections] - Performance Indicator 1D - observe phenomena and evaluate them scientifically and
mathematically by conducting a fair test of the effect of variables and using mathematical knowledge and technological tools to collect, analyze, and present data and
conclusions. [Elementary]
MST3-2.PS.2 [2 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Problem Solving Strand - Students will build new mathematical knowledge through problem solving. - Performance Indicator
2.PS.2 - interpret information correctly, identify the problem, and generate possible solutions [Grade 2]
MST3-2.PS.3 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Problem Solving Strand - Students will solve problems that arise in mathematics and in other contexts. - Performance
Indicator 2.PS.3 - act out or model with manipulatives activities involving mathematical content from literature and/or storytelling [Grade 2]
MST3-2.PS.6 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Problem Solving Strand - Students will apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems. - Performance
Indicator 2.PS.6 - experience teacher-directed questioning process to understand problems [Grade 2]
MST3-2.PS.7 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Problem Solving Strand - Students will apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems. - Performance
Indicator 2.PS.7 - compare and discuss ideas for solving a problem with teacher and/or students to justify their thinking [Grade 2]
MST3-2.PS.8 [3 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Problem Solving Strand - Students will apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems. - Performance
Indicator 2.PS.8 - use manipulatives to model the action in problems [Grade 2]
MST3-2.PS.9 [3 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Problem Solving Strand - Students will apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems. - Performance
Indicator 2.PS.9 - use drawings/pictures to model the action in problems [Grade 2]
MST3-2.PS.10 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Problem Solving Strand - Students will monitor and reflect on the process of mathematical problem solving. - Performance
Indicator 2.PS.10 - explain to others how a problem was solved, giving strategies and justifications [Grade 2]
MST3-2.RP.2 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Reasoning and Proof Strand - Students will recognize reasoning and proof as fundamental aspects of mathematics. Performance Indicator 2.RP.2 - recognize that mathematical ideas need to be supported by evidence [Grade 2]
MST3-2.RP.4 [4 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Reasoning and Proof Strand - Students will make and investigate mathematical conjectures. - Performance Indicator 2.RP.4 explore guesses, using a variety of objects and manipulatives [Grade 2]
MST3-2.RP.5 [2 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Reasoning and Proof Strand - Students will develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs. - Performance
Indicator 2.RP.5 - justify general claims, using manipulatives [Grade 2]
MST3-2.RP.6 [2 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Reasoning and Proof Strand - Students will develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs. - Performance
Indicator 2.RP.6 - develop and explain an argument verbally or with objects [Grade 2]
MST3-2.RP.7 [4 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Reasoning and Proof Strand - Students will develop and evaluate mathematical arguments and proofs. - Performance
Indicator 2.RP.7 - listen to and discuss claims other students make [Grade 2]
MST3-2.RP.8 [2 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Reasoning and Proof Strand - Students will select and use various types of reasoning and methods of proof. - Performance
Indicator 2.RP.8 - use trial and error strategies to verify claims [Grade 2]
MST3-2.CM.1 [3 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Communication Strand - Students will organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking through communication. Performance Indicator 2.CM.1 - understand how to organize their thought processes [Grade 2]
MST3-2.CM.2 [5 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Communication Strand - Students will organize and consolidate their mathematical thinking through communication. Performance Indicator 2.CM.2 - verbally support their reasoning and answer [Grade 2]
MST3-2.CM.3 [5 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Communication Strand - Students will communicate their mathematical thinking coherently and clearly to peers, teachers,
and others. - Performance Indicator 2.CM.3 - share mathematical ideas through the manipulation of objects, drawings, pictures, charts, and symbols in both written and verbal
explanations [Grade 2]
MST3-2.CM.4 [5 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Communication Strand - Students will analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others. Performance Indicator 2.CM.4 - listen to solutions shared by other students [Grade 2]
MST3-2.CM.5 [5 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Communication Strand - Students will analyze and evaluate the mathematical thinking and strategies of others. Performance Indicator 2.CM.5 - formulate mathematically relevant questions [Grade 2]
MST3-2.CM.6 [5 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Communication Strand - Students will use the language of mathematics to express mathematical ideas precisely. Performance Indicator 2.CM.6 - use appropriate mathematical terms, vocabulary, and language [Grade 2]
MST3-2.CN.4 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Connections Strand - Students will understand how mathematical ideas interconnect and build on one another to produce a
coherent whole. - Performance Indicator 2.CN.4 - understand how models of situations involving objects, pictures, and symbols relate to mathematical ideas [Grade 2]
MST3-2.R.4 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Representation Strand - Students will select, apply, and translate among mathematical representations to solve problems. Performance Indicator 2.R.4 - connect mathematical representations with problem solving [Grade 2]
MST3-2.N.5 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will understand numbers, multiple ways of representing numbers,
relationships among numbers, and number systems. [Number Systems] - Performance Indicator 2.N.5 - compare and order numbers to 100 [Grade 2]
MST3-2.N.6 [2 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will understand numbers, multiple ways of representing numbers,
relationships among numbers, and number systems. [Number Systems] - Performance Indicator 2.N.6 - develop an understanding of the base ten system:10 ones = 1 ten, 10
tens = 1 hundred, 10 hundreds = 1 thousand [Grade 2]

MST3-2.N.7 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will understand numbers, multiple ways of representing numbers,
relationships among numbers, and number systems. [Number Systems] - Performance Indicator 2.N.7 - use a variety of strategies to compose and decompose two-digit
numbers [Grade 2]
MST3-2.N.8 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will understand numbers, multiple ways of representing numbers,
relationships among numbers, and number systems. [Number Systems] - Performance Indicator 2.N.8 - understand and use the commutative property of addition [Grade 2]
MST3-2.N.12 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will understand numbers, multiple ways of representing numbers,
relationships among numbers, and number systems. [Number Systems] - Performance Indicator 2.N.12 - use zero as the identity element for addition [Grade 2]
MST3-2.N.15 [2 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will understand meanings of operations and procedures, and how they
relate to one another. [Operations] - Performance Indicator 2.N.15 - determine sums and differences of number sentences by various means (e.g., families, related facts,
inverse operations, addition doubles, and doubles plus one) [Grade 2]
MST3-2.N.16 [3 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will understand meanings of operations and procedures, and how they
relate to one another. [Operations] - Performance Indicator 2.N.16 - use a variety of strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems using one- and two-digit numbers
with and without regrouping [Grade 2]
MST3-2.N.17 [2 occurences] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will understand meanings of operations and procedures, and how they
relate to one another. [Operations] - Performance Indicator 2.N.17 - demonstrate fluency and apply addition and subtraction facts up to and including 18 [Grade 2]
MST3-2.N.22 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Number Sense and Operations Strand - Students will compute accurately and make reasonable estimates. [Estimation] Performance Indicator 2.N.22 - estimate the number in a collection to 100 and then compare by counting the actual items in the collection [Grade 2]
MST3-2.A.1 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Algebra Strand - Students will perform algebraic procedures accurately. [Equations and Inequalities] - Performance Indicator
2.A.1 - use the symbols <, >, = (with and without the use of a number line) to compare whole numbers up to 100 [Grade 2]
MST3-2.S.2 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Statistics and Probability Strand - Students will collect, organize, display, and analyze data. [Collection of Data] - Performance
Indicator 2.S.2 - collect and record data (using tallies) related to the question [Grade 2]
MST3-2.S.3 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Statistics and Probability Strand - Students will collect, organize, display, and analyze data. [Organization and Display of Data]
- Performance Indicator 2.S.3 - display data in pictographs and bar graphs using concrete objects or a representation of the object [Grade 2]
MST3-2.S.4 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Statistics and Probability Strand - Students will collect, organize, display, and analyze data. [Analysis of Data] - Performance
Indicator 2.S.4 - compare and interpret data in terms of describing quantity (similarity or differences) [Grade 2]
MST3-2.S.5 [1 occurence] - MST Standard 3 - Statistics and Probability Strand - Students will make predictions that are based upon data analysis. [Predictions from Data] Performance Indicator 2.S.5 - discuss conclusions and make predictions from graphs [Grade 2]

